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What are Depth Robust graphs?

I Def: An (e, d)-node-depth-robust (resp. edge-depth-robust) graph is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) with the property that if any e nodes (resp. edges) are removed, there there exists a path
of length at least d in the removed graph.

I Highly depth robust graphs necessary [AB16] and sufficient [ABP17] for creating secure Memory
Hard Functions.

I Also used for Proofs of Space and Proofs of Sequential Work. Graph is (1,3)-node-depth-robust and (1, 4)-edge-depth-robust.

Our Transformation

I Generally want node depth robust graphs with constant indegree in applications.

I Removing an edge causes less change than removing a node.

I Edge depth robust graphs could be easier to construct

I Want to transform an edge depth robust graph into a node depth robust graph.

Our Idea

1. Take a highly edge depth robust graph G .

2. Replace each node of G with an ST-robust graph that has constant indegree.

3. Resulting graph has constant indegree and is highly node depth robust.

The size of the replacement graph is proportional to the max of the indegree and outdegree of the
node.

Main Theorem

I If G is an (e, d)-edge-depth-robust graph with m edges, then there exists G ′

which is (e/4, d)-depth-robust with O(m) nodes and constant indegree.

I Each path in original graph corresponds to a path in the transformed graph.

I Removing a node from an ST-robust graph is equivalent to removing two edges
from original graph.

Paths in original graph correspond to paths in the transformed graph.
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ST-Robust Graphs

I Def: A DAG G is (k1, k2)-ST-robust if we remove k1 nodes and there exists a
subgraph with at least k2 inputs and k2 outputs, such that each input is
connected to every output.

I Def: Say G is max ST-robust if G is (k, n − k)-ST-robust for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n.

I Easy to make with max ST-robust graphs with O(n log n) nodes and constant
indegree.

Remove k1 nodes and each of the k2 inputs is connected to all k2 outputs.

Constructing ST-Robust Graphs

I Want max ST-robust graphs with O(n) nodes and constant indegree.

I H i
n are highly node depth robust with constant indegree.

I SC i
n are linear-sized, constant indegree superconcentrators.

I Connect sides by O(n) randomly selected edges.

Construction of a max ST-robust graph with O(n) nodes and constant indegree

Results

I Need node depth robust graph with certain parameters to construct optimal
iMHF. Remove n log log n/ log n nodes, want maximum d .

I Apply our transformation to graph from [Sch83] and get

(N log logN
logN , N

logN(logN)log logN )-node-depth-robust graph.

I Previous best was (N log logN
logN , n1−ε)-node-depth-robust.


